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ABSTRACT tive difference between /a/ land /a:/ in

A method of speaker—adaptive speech
recognition is presented in which systemic
differences are exploited to identify the
speaker's gross regional accent: A small
number of "calibration" sentences are spo-
ken by the prospective user. Intra-
sentence comparisons are made of selected
vowels differing between dialects in their
systemic value, and the speaker is scored
on strength of adherence to one of four
gross regional accents. The regional
accent. decision and the numerical data
derived from the analysis of the calibra-
tion sentences are used to modify values
in the vowel reference tables.

REGIONAL ACCENT DIFFERENCES

Speaker-independent automatic speech
recognition requires a solution to the
problem of regional accent differences.
The accent has first to be identified, and
then the reference values used in the
recognition process have to be adapted
towards the particular actent.

Differences between accents exist at
various levels of description. Firstly,
there may be differences in the phoneme
inventory. For example, many speakers of
Northern British English do not distin-
guish the vowels in "look" and "luck", or
“put" and Vputt"; many Scottish speakers
have the same quality vowel in "good" and
"food".$econdly, even in those parts of
the vowel system that have equivalent
phonemic oppositions, the lexical distri-
bution of phonemes may differ. This may be
due to different historical development in
a large number of words such as /e/ in
"path", "grass", etc. in American and
Northern British English while Southern
British English has /a:/. Alternatively,
there may be isolated incidences, such as
"tomato", which has /ei/ in American and
/a:/ in British English. Thirdly,
regional accents differ in the phonetic
quality of functionally equivalent
phonemes. For example, although Southern
and Northern British can both_be said to
have a distinctive contrast between the
vowels in "cat" and "cart", that distinc-
tion is not carried to the same extent by
the same phonetic properties. The qualita-

some areas of Northern England is very
small, the distinction relying almost
totally on the length difference; in
Southern British the qualitative differ—
ence is very noticeable.

SYNTAGMATIC COMPARISON

These differences can be exploited
for
acoustic

recognition purposes by comparing the
characteristics of selected

vowels within a known text. Two known
words may contain different quality
vowels in one dialect and the same quality
vowel in another. Whether the reason is a
difference in inventory, lexical distribu—
tion, or just a difference in the phonetic
relationship of functionally equivalent
phonemes, analysis will provide evidence
for or against a particular regional
accent. This principle of text—internal or
‘syntagmatic' comparison has an obvious
advantage over comparison with any exter-
nal template values. The relational values
are obtained from the individual's own
realisational framework, avoiding the
problem of having to normalise for non-
dialectal inter-speaker differences.

DELIMITATION OF REGIONAL ACCENT

Although regional accent variation is
strictly speaking non-discrete, both in
geographical terms moving from one area to
another, and in sociological terms within
a given area, some people are categoris-
able according to their geographical back—
ground. Four gross accent areas were
selected for differentiation: Southern
standard British (538), Northern British
(NB), Scottish (Scot), and General
American (USA). The differences within
these regions may well be regarded by some
(particularly those who live in them) as
being at least as great as the differences
between them. They do, however, constitute
regional accents which are readily recog-
nised in everyday speech communication by
linguistically naive persons, and must
therefore be considered to have some iden—
tity. General American, in particular, is
not a natural regional accent associated
with one geographical area. It is a stan-
dardised accent, roughly equivalent in the
United States to $53 in Britain.
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each of these words and "bought" would beevidence for $83. - »

In addition, the sentences also con-tain stressed words with the vowels /i:/,
/:/, and /e/, completing the‘inventory ofstressed pure vowels, except for /3:/.This is important if the accent identifier.is to be used for anything more than purediagnosis. '

s comparison .conditions -are .ful—
A

filled, points are allocated‘ for or"against particular dialect cate~gories. Positive .and negative scoringaids differentiation. In some cases, ful-fillment of a condition is evidence forone regional accent but strong evidencea ainst another. For example, in sentenceI, a large difference in quality between"after" and "father" coupled with similar-ity between "after" and "cat" is strongevidence for an American accent andagainst SoutEErn British. In other cases,an accent category is indifferent to non-fulfillment, and no negativeallocated. For example, in sentence 3,Northern British will score positively,and Southern British negatively if "cook","pudding", and "butter" have similar vowelqualities, but the USA score will be unaf-fected, due to a tendency for many Ameri—can speakers to centralise both /u/ and/A/. Classification of a given speaker isbased on the maximum accumulated scoregained by any regional accent.

points are

- An obvious weakness in the
application of the
its present use of rigid and relativelygross criteria. Speakers with stronglymodified accents can still be detected asnon«standard by the human listener bymeans of other, perhaps finer regionalfeatures, which the accent identifier ig—

practical
accent identifier is

.nores. For example there are consonant andprosodic features which differ widely fromone accent to another which have not yetbeen incorporated. At the moment, theonly step towards differentiation of thede tee of adherence to a regional accentis obtained from the continuous record ofallocation, which can track thefeatures which may deviate from theoverall regional accent decision.

ANALYSIS PROCEDURE

Analysis is carried out in two steps.The first is a dynamic programming pro-cedure to locate the vowels in the inputsentences to be analysed. The second stepis the comparison procedure itself.

The dynamic alignment uses a sym-metric DP matching algorithm [2] operatingafter endpoint location on a combinedmeasure of average amplitude per 20msframe (normalised to compensate fordifferences in recording level) and zero-crossing count. After alignment, the

analysis frames of the inputcorrespond to the frames in the
sentence

‘reference“sentence containing predefined comparisonpoints; the comparison points are located,manually with a speech-signal editorapproximately one third through theselected vowels and the values stored.

The comparison procedure is an LPC-based, three-formant Euclidean distancecalculated on an auditory (equivalent rec-tangular bandwidth) scale. The use _ofauditory- scaling has the advantage' of 'reducing ‘the effect of P3 variation while-"giving very low F3 in rhotic vowels suffi-cient weight to influence the difference_value. The formants are obtained by secondderivative peak—picking, and cleaned byapplying combinatorial constraints derivedfrom phonetic theory. The constraints canbe made extremely powerful by the factthat the vowels are known. It is also pos-sible to inhibit individual vowel com-parisons if a plausible formant structureis not found, thus avoiding totally spuri-ous accent judgements.

In general, the formant analysis hasproved very reliable, only falling downwhen the endpoint location of the inputsentence, prior to the dynamic alignmentprocedure, fails due to extraneous noise.The use of a combined zero—crossing +amplitude measure for endpoint locationprovides considerable resistance to non—periodic disturbance.

ADAPTATION TO ACCENT

Accent identification itself is onlythe first step towards better recognitionof non—standard speech. Adaptation is thenecessary second stage. Part of this ispossible on the basis of independentregional Speech data, part depends on dataon individual speakers gained from thecalibration sentences during the identifi-cation process.

Independent vowel
the regional

formant data for
accents have been collectedfrom /t/ syllables. These provideregional group average values againstwhich individual regional speakers' vowelscan be matched. However, direct formant-to-formant matching assumes that, apartfrom vocal tract length differences,speakers differ only in regional accent.However, there can be other differences inlong-term articulatory patterning [1]within accent groups resulting in differ-ences in the exploitation of F1 and F2space. In impressionistic terms this canbe seen as the tendency of some speakersto speak without much jaw movement, orwithout much forward-and-back tongue move—ment. Adaptation to these differences isalso possible on the basis of formant datagathered during the accent identificationprocess.
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Firstly, a group average Fl/FZ fcen-

troid" value is calculated from, the aver-

age vowel values, each vowel in the

regional ‘system being related to the cen-

troid by an F1 and an F2 factor. In addi-

tion, the maximum and minimum F1 and F2

values give the group F1 and F2 "disper-

sion" values. Individual "centroid" and

"dispersion" values are calculated from

the calibration—sentence data. Adapted

vowel target values .are calculated by

applying the regional rou vowel factors

to the individual centrord values, uSing

the F1 and F2 -dispersion factors (- indi-

vidual dispersion / group dispersion) to

stretch or squeeze the vowel space in the

F1 pr F2 dimension.’
0

SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

The accent classifier is conceived as

a first stage of a complex front-end com-

ponent in a speaker-independent speech

recogniser. The correct classification of

a speaker's accent is essential

information which will be passed up the

system, enabling, for example, the subse—

quent front-end sub-components to adapt to

the speaker. It may also be needed to

trigger a particular subsection of phono-

logical rules, and to direct accent-

dependent lexical access. However, more

than just the accent decision can be

exploited in the speaker adaptation pro—

cess, which can be envisaged basically as

a ‘mapping' of the acoustic space in which

the particular speaker produces his

vowels. Analysis data from the calibration

sentences provides an economical basis for

this mapping procedure.

Problems not addressed by the

approach described here are, male/female

speaker normalisation, and modification

for degree of regional adherence. Pro—

gress in t e latter depends to a large

extent on long-term data obtained from the

accent classifier revealing which opposi-

tions most frequently differentiate the

speakers. As data accumulates, statistical

evaluation will determine the relative

frequency of occurrence of particular

regional features. The hierarchy thus

obtained can be used to specify degrees of

regional accent and associate them with

particular vowel features.
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